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research	and	publica'ons.	
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Where in the world are you? 
Put	a	DOT	next	on	the	world	map.	





• 	EVIDENCING	student	learning		
• 	INTEGRATING	student	learning	across	the	curriculum		

• 	CREATING	a	holis'c	learning	experience		
• 	FOSTERS	self-reflec'on		
• 	SHOWCASING	learning	and	professional	capabili'es	

Why ePortfolios? 



Project Aims 



Methodology 
and Approach 







Framework – Principles 



Framework – Three Themes 



Framework – Three Themes 



Framework – Three Themes 



Deakin University Accounting Major Sequence 

						



Deakin University Accounting Major Sequence 



Deakin University Accounting Major Sequence 





Student support 



Student support 



Student examples 







Accounting Capstone – Macquarie University 



	 A portfolio enables a space where students can reflect on prior 
learning, current progress and development and how these 
integrate to acquire new understandings within their 
learning experience.  

	 learners can creatively explore their learning, through the 
accumulation of artifacts used within their portfolios.  

	 a heightened contextual awareness can develop through 
reflective practice, uncovering contradictions in prior 
reasoning, opening alternative ideas as experiences are 
reflected upon. 

Purpose 



" Integrate Program Content 
" Contextual Appreciation of 

Accounting�s role 
" Emphasise the �self� within 

curricula design 
" Facilitate the development of 

creative and reflective 
practitioners 

Purpose 



" Portfolios previously not used within FBE 
" Accounting Capstone Unit  
" Purpose not to introduce new content into the 

program - rather take a philosophical and 
theoretical approach to the integration of prior 
learning 

" 2 times, 13 wk session, avg 600-700 cohort 
" Comprehensive professional portfolio replaces 

the more �traditional� formal examination 

Context 







Assessment 



Assessment 



Assessment 



Assessment 



Assessment 















ACCG 399: Accounting in Context 
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ACCG 399 Developing a Reflective Capacity Guidance 
 
Developing a reflective capacity – Independent Study Activities to assist you in 
the completion of your reflective learning logs and essays.  
 

Introduction 
A central aim of this unit is to provide you with an opportunity to 
develop your reflective capacity. What do we mean by the term 
“reflective capacity"? It means that you have the ability, and most 
importantly, the willingness, to reflect. Reflection is a form of 
thinking - about some event or experience with a view to changing 
how we might act, react or generally learn from that experience. You 
might realise that you could have interpreted a situation differently or 

could have done something more effectively. This awareness may lead to a change in 
what you do, or how you see things, in the future. Clearly, this is a capacity that we 
would expect all professionals to develop. 
 
The learning log 
 
We expect you to keep a learning log during the course. The purpose of the learning 
log is to give you the time and space to reflect on your learning during the module. 
This guidance handout provides you with a series of activities to help you ‘get 
started’. We would expect that as you develop your reflective capacity you will 
become more self-aware, self-critical, and open to change.  You may find that your 
motivation changes as a result of reflection - you may be surprised at how much you 
are learning, and this may encourage you to experiment and learn yet more. 
 
Activity 1: Week 1 – Setting up your learning log 
 
In order to work out the best way to do this, you need to know what we expect you to 
do. As a bare minimum we suggest that you write in your log once a week: reflecting 
on 
 

• the lecture 
• the tutorial; and  
• on any group or individual study activities.  

 
You will probably want to jot down immediate thoughts and reflections, during 
classes or independent study, while it is fresh in your mind. But you will also want to 
sit down at home and write in a more leisurely way too. So you’ll probably find it 
easiest to use a loose-leaf A4 file/folder. This means that you can insert pieces of 
paper as and when you wish. Head up each reflection with the date and time, and your 
location. Leave a blank space, or column, on each page, so that you can go back a few 
days or weeks later, and add in any extra reflections.  
 

Reflection writing exercise  Prepared for IIA 09.2014 
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Reflection Exercise 

 
Read each of the following accounts of the experience of giving a presentation. These 
are written by Margaret, who has just taken up a graduate position. For each account 
highlight the parts of the text that you find reflective. Then jot down the key points 
you notice about how each account has been written. 
 

 

 
  

Reflection writing exercise  Prepared for IIA 09.2014 
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Write your ideas here: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



ACCG 399: Accounting In Context  
Tutorial Participation and Feedback Guide 

(a component of the Comprehensive Professional Portfolio) 
 

Student Name  Student ID  
Tutor  Tut Day and Time  

 
Class Participation Rubric and Guide 

 4 3 2 1 Total 
Peer Interaction Actively supports, 

engages, and listens to 
peers (ongoing) 

Makes a sincere effort to 
interact with peers 

(ongoing) 

Limited interaction 
with peers 

Virtually no 
interaction with peers 

 

Preparation Arrives fully prepared at 
every class session 

Arrives mostly, if not fully, 
prepared (ongoing) 

Preparation is 
inconsistent 

Rarely or never 
prepared 

 

Participation Plays an active role in 
discussions (ongoing) 

Participates constructively 
in discussions (ongoing) 

When prepared, 
participates 

constructively in 
discussions 

Comments are vague 
if provided 

 

Contribution to 
Class 

Comments advance level 
and depth of discussion 

Relevant comments are 
based on assigned material 

When prepared, 
relevant comments are 
based on assignments 

Demonstrates a 
noticeable lack of 

interest on occasion 

 

Group Dynamic Group dynamic and 
level of discussion are 
often better because of 
individual’s presence 

Group dynamic and level 
of discussion are 

occasionally enhanced, 
because of individual’s 

presence 

Group dynamic and 
level of discussion are 

sometimes disrupted by 
individual’s presence 

Group dynamic and 
level of discussion are 

often disrupted by 
individual’s presence 

 

Total Participation Score /20 



ACCG 399: Accounting In Context  
Portfolio Marking Guide 

(a component of the Comprehensive Professional Portfolio) 
 

Student Name  Student ID  
Tutor  Tut Day and Time  

 
Portfolio Marking Rubric and Guide 

 
1. Contextual Appreciation and Awareness of Assumptions 
10 Marks (Includes Tutorial 2, 5, 12) 

Emerging Developing Mastering Total 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

Does not relate issue to other contexts 
(cultural, political, historical etc).  

Presents and explores relevant contexts 
and assumptions regarding the issue, 
although in a limited way.   

Analyses the issue with a clear sense of 
scope and context, including an 
assessment of audience. Considers 
other integral contexts.   

 

Analysis is grounded in absolutes, with 
little acknowledgement of own biases. 

Analysis includes some outside 
verification, but primarily relies on 
established authorities.  

Analysis acknowledges complexity and 
bias of values, although may choose to 
hold to bias in context.  

Does not recognise contextual or 
surface assumptions and underlying 
ethical implications, or does so 
superficially. 

Provides some recognition of context 
and consideration of assumptions and 
their implications. 

Identifies influence of context and 
questions assumptions, addressing 
ethical dimensions underlying the 
issue. 

 
Contexts May Include: 
Cultural/Social 
Group, national, ethnic behaviour/attitude  

Educational 
Schooling, formal training 

Technological 
Innovations, technological changes  

Political 
Organisational, governmental, global 

Economic 
Trade, business concerns and broader business environment  

Ethical 
Values and morals 

Personal Experience 
Personal observation and reflection 

 

 



Student Evaluation 
LIKED 
	 Students	enjoyed	that	it	was	‘different’.	
	 Appreciated	it	was	a	porUolio	and	
required	students	to	‘put	something	
together’	and	was	‘a	different	way	of	
thinking’.	Some	students	said	they	‘hate	
things	online’	and	preferred	having	
something	tangible.	

	 “I	got	what	they	were	trying	to	do,	and	I	
liked	it,	I	liked	how	different	it	was,	and	I	
was	impressed	as	a	capstone	for	
accoun?ng.	

CHALLENGES 
	 Some	felt	they	would	prefer	a	‘lot	more	
hands	on	sort	of	experience	out	of	a	
capstone	unit’	with	expecta'ons	of	
something	more	‘prac?cal’.		

	 Understanding	what	the	task	required	
(Concerns	with	unstructured	tasks).		

	 A	lack	of	understanding	about	the	
purpose	and	benefits	of	reflec'on.	

	 Collabora'ng	and	working	with	others	
proved	difficult.	



Student Evaluation 



Staff Evaluation 
CHALLENGES 
	 Overes'mated	staff	ability	–	staff	

development,	par'cularly	sessional	

staff,	was	'me	consuming.	

	 Lack	of	student	awareness	–	‘It’s	
about	telling	them	why	we’re	doing	
things,	and	showing	them	-	this	is	the	
reason	why	we	do	what	we	do’.	

	 Resistance	from	technical	and	

business-oriented	individuals	in	

rela'on	to	reflec'on.		

SURPRISES 
	 I’ve	learnt	so	much	more	in-depth	detail	
about	my	student	base	than	what	I	ever	
did	before’.	

	 ‘..it	doesn’t	maDer	so	much	what	I	teach,	
it’s	how	I	teach	it…and	facilitate	it.’	

	 ‘It’s	about	a	journey	between	myself	and	
my	students	and	we	actually	learn	
together.	And	that’s	what	porHolios	have	
done.’	



Staff Evaluation 



Lessons Learnt 
	 -	Strategic	support	and	leadership	
	 -	Technological	support	
	 -	Student	engagement	with	ePorUolios	

	 -	Staff	engagement	and	building	sustainable	capacity	

	 -	Building	students’	reflec've	prac'ce	and	wri'ng	skills		
	 -	Building	students’	crea'vity	and	design	skills	
	 -	Assessing	ePorUolios	–	especially	reflec've	‘personal’	wri'ng	
	 -	Australian	employer	percep'ons	of	there	use	







	 Dr	Leanne	Ngo	
	 Deakin	University,	Melbourne,	Australia	
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Webinar Session feedback: 
 
 
 
With thanks from your hosts 
 

Professor Geoff Crisp,  
PVC Education, University of New South Wales 
g.crisp[at]unsw.edu.au 
 

Dr Mathew Hillier,  
Office of the Vice-Provost Learning & Teaching 
Monash University 
mathew.hillier[at]monash.edu 
 
Recording available  
http://transformingassessment.com 
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